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Abstract
We propose a new method for camera pose estimation with unknown focal length
(PnPf problem). We combine projection equations and distance constraints in a single
statistically significant cost function in the form of least squares. We fix the space of the
search as a linear combination of several right singular vectors of the least squares sys-
tem matrix. We use linear programming techniques to find feasible solutions faster. Then
we do nonlinear refinement with Levenberg-Marquardt. Numerical experiments demon-
strated that the method is faster than the state-of-the-art methods for point numbers up to
several hundreds, and real-life structure-from-motion demonstrates its applicability for
models having 103-105 points. It has the same accuracy of estimates as the the state-of-
the-art methods. We show that the method offers a tradeoff between speed and accuracy,
allowing the estimation to run several times faster while slightly increasing the mean
reprojection error.
1 Introduction
Camera pose and intrinsic parameters estimation from n 2D-to-3D point correspondences is
a known problem in computer vision and photogrammetry. Possible applications are recon-
struction of 3D scenes from large unordered internet photo collections [1], augmented reality
[5] etc. Many modern consumer systems (smartphones) currently have autofocus, and usu-
ally do not provide any interface to measure the current focus length, and EXIF information
can be absent or imprecise.
Depending on the set of unknown parameters, the problem is called Perspective-n-Point
(PnP) when only absolute camera pose is unknown, PnPf when focal length is unknown as
well or PnPfd when additionally distortion coefficient is unknown. Projection error functions
are highly non-convex in focal length, so before methods for PnPf were published, the only
choice was to do exhaustive search not suitable for real-time applications, for embedded and
mobile systems, or in cases when millions of images should be processed.
A special case is when the number of point correspondences n is minimal required to
find a unique set of unknown parameters. Such problems are known as P3P, P4Pf, P4Pfd
[2, 3]. The methods solving these problems are fast and usually used in RANSAC loop
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[6]. However significant noise in image projections or uneven points’ distribution in space
leads to a situation when minimal methods provide far from optimal solutions which cannot
be easily improved. As noted in [14], percentage of outliers can be such that 6-point and
4-point methods will need similar amount of iterations by theoretical bound, but 6-point
method always gives more reliable estimations. In [4] applicability of EPnP-like methods
with RANSAC was demonstrated.
In any case, if the system has no false point detections, such as one based on marker
detector [5], or if the system uses RANSAC, a PnP (PnPf, PnPfd) method gives a final
solution from arbitrary amount of points.
This paper is devoted to a method for PnPf problem for arbitrary amount of points. We
consider both planar and non-planar cases. Planar case is practically important for aug-
mented reality [5]. General case is used in all structure from motion problems, for example
[1].
There are well known solutions to the PnP problem with arbitrary amount of points
(EPnP [9], RPnP [10], OPnP [15]). The main requirement was to make the methods’ runtime
low for hundreds of points. We describe EPnP further because our method builds on it. RPnP
divides point set into triplets and derives constraints for these triplets using known angles and
distances between points [10].
The EPnP was extended to PnPf problem in [14], we refer to this method as UPnPf. RPnP
inspired the authors of [16] to propose a method GPnPf+GN for PnPf problem. They use
angle constraints to build specific polynomial system and solve it, then they use nonlinear
refinement with Gauss-Newton algorithm. It gave superior results to [14] both in speed and
accuracy in general case, and was more accurate in planar case, although UPnPf [14] was
faster.
The method proposed here is based on EPnP. It is 2-3 times faster than GPnPf+GN for
amount of points up to several hundreds. It has similar accuracy to GPnPf+GN and is more
than 2 times faster. It is flexible in a way that different sets of parameters allow the end user
to control the accuracy/speed tradeoff.
In the following sections we review the EPnP method, formulate the theoretical founda-
tions of the proposed algorithm (section 2), explain the algorithm and implementation details
(section 3), give results of synthetic and real experiments (section 4).
2 Preliminaries
We have 3D points in model frame {pmi }Ni=1, pmi ∈ R3, they are transformed to points in
camera frame {pci }Ni=1 by an euclidean transform and then projected onto a camera, their
projections are {(ui, vi)}Ni=1. The camera has focal length f . Image coordinates origin is in
the principal point, camera has unit aspect ratio and zero skew [7].
We review the approach used by EPnP [9]. We address the general case, and for the
planar case analogous formulas hold with 3 basis points instead of 4 (see below).
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2.1 The EPnP Method
The barycentric representation of 3D points allows to express n 3D points pi as a frame-
independent linear combination of 4 basis points c j:
pi =
4
∑
j=1
α( j)i c j, i = 1 . . .n,
4
∑
j=1
α( j)i = 1.
We concatenate the basis points’ coordinates in model frame cmj in a matrix Cm, points’
3D coordinates pmi in a matrix Pm, coefficients vectors ai = (α
(1)
i α
(2)
i α
(3)
i α
(4)
i )
T in a matrix
A. Then the previous equations for all the i’s turn into a single matrix equation Pm = CmA.
In camera frame, we denote point coordinates as Pc, basis points coordinates as Cc, and the
equation is Pc =CcA. The PnP problem is equivalent to finding Cc [14]. In case of coplanar
points pi, we need only 3 basis points.
Each point projection as described in [9, 14] leads to two independent linear equations.
Denote the rows of matrix Cc as g1, g2 and g3, the point pci coordinates as (xi yi zi)T , denote
d1 = fg1, d2 = fg2, then the projection equations are:{
g3aiui = d1ai
g3aivi = d2ai
.
All projection equations form a linear system with matrix M of size n×12:
Mx= 0, x=
(
d1 d2 g3
)T
. (1)
The solution lies in a null-space (kernel) of M and can be expressed as a linear combina-
tion of kernel basis with coefficients βi
x=
N
∑
i=1
βiqi, (2)
where qi are the right-singular vectors of M corresponding to the N null singular values of
M.
When we have noisy projections, for n≥ 6 none of the singular values of M is exactly 0,
but several are very small. We choose N to be the dimension of the subspace corresponding
to the right-singular vectors which we will call approximate kernel of M, or AK(M). The
problem is to find a needed element in AK(M). The elements of AK correspond to projective
transforms satisfying (1), and we need to choose the euclidean one among them. Theoret-
ically, euclidean transform of space is the only one which does not change the distances
between points:
‖cci − ccj‖2 = ‖cmi − cmj ‖2 = r2i j, (3)
where ri j is a known distance between i-th and j-th basis points. There are 6 constraints in
general case and 3 in planar case. Distance constraints are quadratic w.r.t. βi and in the same
time are linear w.r.t. b:
b=
(
β 21 . . . β
2
N β1β2 . . . βN−1βN
)T
. (4)
Therefore we get a linear system of distance constraints with vector b of unknowns. We
denote the matrix for this system as L and the distances vector as r, then the system is
Lb= r. (5)
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The EPnP method’s last step is to find a solution of the distance constraints system in
case of N = 1, . . . ,4. If N ≥ 3, in PnP problem linearized distance constraints do not give
enough equations to solve the problem, so in EPnP additional constraints are formed using a
technique known as relinearization [8]. We have different approach to solving (5).
3 Our Method for PnPf Problem
3.1 Regularization of the Distance Constraints for PnP
In case of noise in projections, the system (1) will not hold exactly. If we solve it in the
least squares sense, we minimize F1(x) = ‖Mx‖2→ min . Least squares solution is as well
the ML (maximum likelihood) solution if the depths (zi) are the same and camera is general
projective. If depths are different then to obtain ML solution we need to weight the projection
equations with weights 1/zi as explained in [7]which we do not do in this paper. Camera
considered here is euclidean, but F1 describes only projective constraints, so to choose the
suitable solution we need some additional cost function, which is described next. Currently,
let us look closer at the structure of F1.
If we substitute to F1 an element of AK given by (2), then it will be equal to F1(x) =
F1(∑Ni=1βiqi) = ∑β 2i σ2i , where σi is the singular value of M corresponding to the vector qi.
Next, let us return to the problem of choosing the euclidean transform among projective
ones. The system (5) is defining constraints for euclidean transform. It can be solved in the
least squares sense: F2(x) = ‖Lb− r‖2→min .
We propose to regularize F1 with F2, that is, to consider a sum of two cost functions.
First one corresponds to minimization of reprojection error with some projective transform.
The other one is about bringing this projective transform as close as possible to an euclidean
one. We form a cost function FR(x) = F2(x)+γF1(x), where γ is a regularization coefficient.
The problem to minimize FR is equivalent to solving in least squares sense the augmented
system. We add to the original 6×D matrix L the diagonal matrix L1R of size N×D with
corresponding singular values of M:
L1R = (diag(σ1, . . . ,σN) 0) .
Finally we get the following regularized distance constraints system (RDC system) ):
Lˆb= rˆ, Lˆ=
(
L
L1R
)
, rˆ=
(
r
0
)
. (6)
Our preliminary experiments have shown that regularization can be used instead of re-
linearization [8] proposed in the original EPnP paper [9] in classical PnP problem.
3.2 Regularized Constraints System for PnPf
Distance constraints for the PnPf problem (analogously to (??) for PnP) have the form:
r2i j = ‖ci−c j‖2 =
3
∑
k=1
‖c(k)i −c(k)j ‖2 =
1
f 2
((d(1)i −d(1)j )2+(d(2)i −d(2)j )2)+(g(3)i −g(3)j )2. (7)
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This is a quadratic constraint in di,gi, but if we choose the unknowns vector b (analo-
gously to (4)) another way, it becomes linear with b1 equal to b given in (4) and:
b2 = f 2b1, bT = (b1T , b2T )T . (8)
We can define F f1 (x), F
f
2 (x) and F
f
R (x) for PnPf analogously to F1(x),F2(x) and FR(x)
for PnP, but they will depend not only on βi, b, but also on f 2b, fβi for i = 1 . . .N.
4 The Algorithm Formulation
4.1 Candidate Solutions from Approximate Kernel
We explain in details the procedure to find candidate solutions {Ri, ti, fi} having a fixed
AK(LS) of dimension k. If b ∈ AK(LS), then b = b0+Fw, where w ∈ Rk. Let us split the
vectors b, b0 and a matrix F in two halves b1,b2, b10, b
2
0 and F
1,F2 such that bi = b0i+Fiw,
i = 1,2. as We formulate a relaxed collinearity constraint: let us find such w that
〈b1,b2〉= 〈b01+F1w,b02+F2w〉> 0. (9)
We have as well a positivity constraint on elements of b (derived from (4)):
∃i = 1 . . .N b(i) > 0 ∧ b(D+i) > 0. (10)
As you see, we relax (4) so that w is a candidate solution if (10) is satisfied at least for
some index i and (9) holds. Next we show that we can find a candidate solution by linear
programming using MATLAB’s linprog. Constraint (10) is linear, but (9) is quadratic, so
we substitute it with a stronger system of linear inequalities.
In particular, let us denote as T the orthogonal coordinate transform such that w′ = Tw
and matrix of a quadratic form in constraint (9) becomes diagonalized, so (9) is transformed
to:
w′T diag( j1, . . . , jk)w′+h > 0. (11)
If ji is positive, then for sufficiently large |w′(i)| if all the other components of w′ except
the i-th are 0, the inequality will hold. In particular, we get a constraint pair:
w′(i) >
√
ei ∨ w′(i) <−√ei, ei =−h(i)/ ji. (12)
To generate candidate solutions, we loop over i and use linprog to find w satisfying both
(10) for this i and either positive or negative version of (12).
4.2 Main Algorithm 1
LS is generated using coefficient γ , γ = 10−5 in general case and γ = 0 in coplanar case.
We do several iterations, with index variable N = 1 . . .S. On each iteration, AK(LS) of
size N is found and candidate solutions from it are generated as described before. For a
candidate solution we then check several conditions:
1. corresponding estimate of focal length f is in the interval [30,20000];
1The implementation of the algorithm can be accessed at http://sites.google.com/site/
alexandervakhitov/projects/epnpfr.
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Parameter Fast Mode Full Mode
Initial damping factor 10−3 10−1
Stopping threshold for ||JT e||in f 10−5 10−10
Stopping threshold for ||Dp||2 10−5 10−10
Stopping threshold for ||e||2 10−5 10−10
Finite difference approximation step 10−6 10−6
Table 1: Levenberg-Marquardt Parameters.
2. the average reprojection error for points is compared to the expected error e (chosen
to be 7.5 pixels in all experiments unless stated otherwise).
If a solution passes these tests, it is stored in a collection.
After a loop over N, we choose the solutions which have the least amount of points
lying behind the camera, and among these solutions choose the by comparing the value of
F fR (x). This chosen solution is subsequently refined by Levenberg-Marquardt procedure, the
parameters of which can be found in the table (1) (see their description in [12]).
4.3 Improvement of Runtime for Large Point Counts
As it was observed in [16], the time of EPnP-based methods grows linearly with respect
to point number. Most of the time for large point numbers is consumed by construction of
matrix M (1) and SVD of it.
First of all, instead of computing SVD of M we compute SVD of MTM. This matrix
has same (up to sign) right singular vectors as M, however its size is just 12× 12 (or 9× 9
in planar case). We will construct the system matrix Mred equivalent to M which can be
computed more efficiently. We remind that structure of M can be described with the use of
matrix A defined in section 2.4.
Let us denote U = diag(u1, . . . ,un), V = diag(v1, . . . ,vn). Then denote U1 = −UAT ,
V1 = −VAT . We can rearrange the unknowns in the system Mx = 0 so that we get the
system Mredx= 0, and
Mred =
(
AT 0 U1
0 AT V1
)
.
Then computation of MTr Mr can be done in blockwise manner. We propose to do the re-
arranging, compute SV D(MredTMred) and then rearrange back the components of the right
singular vectors. These equivalent formula transformations significantly improve the com-
putation time for large amounts of points as can be seen in the following section.
5 Experiments
We made two sets of experiments: comparative test based on the toolkit developed for the
paper [16] and a test using real images.Each of the state-of-the-art methods are formulated
in two ways: with and without nonlinear refinement. We aim at higher quality, so for the
general case we chose the methods with refinement UPnPf+GN [14], GPnPf+GN [16]. For
planar case, we chose for comparison UPnPf, because UPnPf+GN works only in general
case, and GPnPf+GN. The RPnP method [10] is chosen as a state-of-the-art PnP method to
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Figure 1: Median estimation errors for camera pose and focal length, points in general 3D
configuration, mean reprojection error and time of the PnPf methods w.r.t. varying noise
level
check how unknown focal length influences the accuracy of estimates. This method is run
with true focal length values. We denote our method as EPnPfR. We run the experiments on
a notebook with 8 GB RAM and 2.5 GHz Intel Core i5-4200M processor.
5.1 Comparative Synthetic Experiments
We model a camera with principal point at the origin of pixel coordinates. The image resolu-
tion is 800×600. The focal length is sampled from uniform distribution from 200 to 2200.
The points are randomly generated in the box [−2,2]× [−2,2]× [4,8], the point number is
n. The points are projected onto the camera and then noise is added. The noise is normally
distributed and zero-centered with variance δ .
We measure translation and focal length errors relative to the true value, other errors are
in absolute units (pixels or degrees). We measure runtime in seconds.
5.1.1 Behavior with Varying Noise Level
In the first experiment, we change the noise std. dev. from 1 to 5 with step 1. We take 6
random points and do 500 trials for every noise variance. At the fig. 1 we show the me-
dian error over all the experiments for each method and noise level considered. Proposed
method delivers almost the same quality of estimates as GPnPf+GN but is 1.5-2 times faster.
UPnPf+GN is slower and less accurate. We compare the results with RPnP and see that un-
known focal length results in errors in translation estimates, while rotation is not influenced
(also observed in [16]).
In planar case (see fig. 3) we see that while UPnPf outperforms others in terms of speed,
but offers lower accuracy of estimates, our method gives accuracy comparative to GPnP+GN
while performing 2 times faster than GPnPf+GN.
At the fig. 2 you see the comparison of the variance of errors for best methods, GP-
nPf+GN and the proposed one (EPnPfR). The variance is higher in planar case. In fact both
methods in planar case seldom give outlying results with huge reprojection errors. As for our
method, usually the reason is that the estimated focal length does not lie in the prescribed
interval explained in the previous section.
5.1.2 Accuracy w.r.t. Varying Point Number
We fix δ = 2 and vary n from 6 to 15. At the fig. 4 you can see the reprojection errors for
the methods (output of MATLAB boxplot function). We observe almost the same behavior
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Figure 2: Variance of reprojection errors for GPnPf+GN and proposed method for (left to
right): general and coplanar configurations w.r.t. noise leve, general and coplanar configura-
tions w.r.t. point number.
Figure 3: Median estimation errors for camera pose and focal length, mean reprojection error
and time of the PnPf methods w.r.t. varying noise level.
of GPnPf+GN and EPnPfR. The latter is more than 2 times faster. As shown at the fig. 2,
error variance does not show presence of big outliers, and for the both compared methods is
very similar.
In planar case (see fig. 5), we see that our method EPnPfR outperforms other ones in
terms of translation and focal length errors. The speed is more than 2 times faster. At the fig.
2 you see that seldom big estimation errors happen.
5.1.3 Runtime w.r.t. Varying Point Number
To analyze the runtime for large point counts, we fix the noise variance δ = 2 and run the
methods for n = 10,110, . . . ,910.
We run our method in two configurations: standard one and fast one (EPnPfRFast). The
only difference is in Levenberg-Marquardt method parameters (see table 1). The reprojection
error for GPnPf+GN, EPnPfR and EPnPfRFast for point numbers greater than 100 is very
Figure 4: Median estimation errors for camera pose and focal length, planar points, re-
projection error and time of the methods w.r.t. varying point number for points in general
configuration.
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Figure 5: Median estimation errors for camera pose and focal length, planar points, mean
reprojection error and time of the PnPf methods w.r.t. varying point number for coplanar
points.
Figure 6: Mean reprojection error and runtime for large point numbers.
similar. The runtime of EPnP-based methods grows linearly. The EPnPfRFast is much faster
than GPnPf+GN. We see that most of the time in EPnPfR for large point numbers is spent in
nonlinear refinement.
5.2 Real Experiments
The aim is to demonstrate applicability of the algorithm in a real setting. We made three
shots of a non-moving scene with Nikon D3100 camera with several focal length settings.
We have chosen one pair of frames with focal length 35 mm (initial pair) for the model
reconstruction. We performed SIFT [13] matching of points between the frames of the pair.
We estimated fundamental matrix using 8-point algorithm [7], found the consensus point set
using RANSAC [6]. Using the focal length estimated from the EXIF information we found
camera matrices, triangulated points and did euclidean bundle adjustment using sba package
[11] as described in [7]. Finally, the model was scaled using the 0.24 m distance measured
in the scene.
We matched the SIFT points from one of the frames in the initial pair and every other
frame. We ran our algorithm with the RANSAC loop, choosing 6 points [7]. When both
methods returned results, they were different less than for 1% in focal length and reprojection
error, except 105 mm focal length (average error GPnPf+GN 2.53 pix, EPnPfR 0.77 pix).
We see that the EPnPfR is more robust to model inaccuracy, and it can be successfully
used in RANSAC loop although was not designed for this purpose.
The following table lists some of the results of the PnPf experiments. We have taken
SIFT points from just one picture for matching, so depending on the viewpoint we have
experiments with 100-300 as well as 1000-2695 correspondences. The focal lengths in mm
are 18,24,35,50,75,105, and we have calculated them in pixels using EXIF data and Nikon-
provided sensor size.
When we write −1 in the column of the GPnPf+GN method, we mean that the error in
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Figure 7: Results of PnPf for focal length of 18, 24, 50, 75 and 105 mm. Model is built with
focal length 35 mm.
True focal length, pix Point number EPnPfR GPnPf+GN
1795.37 125 1.04 (1781.42) 1.04 (1781.64)
1795.37 1091 0.78 (1775.86) 0.77 (1774.70)
1795.37 1324 1.50 (1816.60) 1.50 (1814.40)
2393.83 101 1.13 (2303.53) 1.13 (2301.69)
2393.83 300 0.62 (2337.47) 0.62 (2337.19)
2393.83 1206 1.01 (2321.59) 1.00 (2320.16)
3491.00 114 1.29 (3454.11) -1.00 (-1.00)
3491.00 2688 0.13 (3490.66) -1.00 (-1.00)
3491.00 2695 0.14 (3490.96) 0.13 (3491.00)
4987.14 407 1.14 (5204.69) 1.13 (5200.91)
4987.14 1058 0.78 (5338.28) 0.78 (5340.13)
4987.14 1916 0.63 (5500.42) -1.00 (-1.00)
7480.71 444 1.14 (8096.16) 1.14 (8083.26)
7480.71 1037 1.17 (9078.29) 1.17 (9079.25)
7480.71 1743 1.10 (8338.50) 1.11 (8341.89)
10473.00 369 1.25 (15184.75) -1.00 (-1.00)
10473.00 1169 0.94 (14790.30) -1.00 (-1.00)
10473.00 1019 0.77 (17843.48) 2.53 (6503.70)
Table 2: The true and estimated focal length and reprojection errors for 18 experiments with
real images
the script happened. This error leads to NaN arrays and failure of the script. We just made
an error returning operator in the script in this case.
6 Conclusions
We have derived a novel fast method for the PnPf problem. It is based on EPnP [9] but
we reduce the search space greately by introducing the regularization. We show how a
preprocessing to reduce the computation time of EPnP-based methods for large point counts,
which was mentioned as a disadvantage of these methods in [16].
We show that the method is capable of fast having state-of-the-art accuracy. On a real
dataset, we see that the method we propose is more robust to 3D model inaccuracy because
it behaves similarly to [16] on synthetic data but works on real datasets where [16] does not.
We’d like to thank the anonymous reviewers for their attention, detailed analysis and
valuable critics. It contributed a lot to the paper.
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